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Evolving relationships
Threat levels in cyber security
Some safety-critical systems can’t be specified 
and the dangers of confidentiality
The marvels of bureaucracy
Where is software going ?

Overview



System safety
Many systems now dominated by software

System security
Stuxnet
Cyber security
The threat of confidentiality

System size
Some are getting very big, (100 MSLOC in car).
Threat to specification
Underlying hidden clockwork

The changing threat landscape



Safety and Reliability
Not the same but closely related

Reliability and Security
The original 1988 Internet worm only 
achieved 5% effectiveness because of a 
software error

Safety and Security
Stuxnet and what is to come …

Safety, Reliability and Security



Safety is intimately related to Reliability
Reliability is incremental
This favours regular small changes
This requires systems to be easy to update
This requires systems to be open in some way
This means that Security can be compromised.

Why are software safety, reliability 
and security now so closely linked ?



Hacking for the fun of it
Nation-state hacking

IPR theft
General mayhem, (e.g. Stuxnet)
Back-doors

Run of the mill criminal activity
Identity, IPR and general theft, (mostly email and web 
vectored)
Drive-by and other forms of hacking
Social engineering

Data security and the assault on common-sense.

Dimensions of security
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My servers receive anywhere between 10,000 and 
150,000 emails a day.  99.97% are junk.
30 scams and about 150 spam messages a month are 
good enough to make it into my operating theatre to be 
dissected for further analysis.  Detection efficiency is 
currently 7 mistakes per million messages received.
BCS (January 2013) reported 20,000 malicious emails 
a month of which 5% are cyber attacks on UK 
government networks, (which means they are missing 
quite a few).

Threat levels



Christmas joy – my operating 
theatre last year



Where does it all come from ?
(this weeks top ten)

1. China
2. Indonesia
3. Germany
4. Malaysia
5. USA
6. Italy
7. Russia
8. Canada
9. Bulgaria
10.Iceland



The threat landscape – HTML 
works of art

<body>=09

<p>=09What's up?<a name=3D"#tprw"></a></p><a name=3D"#qpqr"></a><span name=3D"#twqp">=09</span><br><a 
name=3D"#rtwp">  </a><table border=3D="6" cellspacing=3D"7" cellpadding=3D"1" width=3D"199">

<tr><td bordercolor=3D"#4B41CE" nowrap=3D"nowrap" valign=3D"baseline" bgcolor=

=3D"#D9F0BC"><strong>V</strong><font color=3D"#D9F0BC">b</font> </td>

<td nowrap=3D"nowrap" valign=3D"middle" bordercolor=3D"#69FA49" bgcolor==3D"#BCB6F0" 
align=3D"center">   I </td><td bordercolor=3D"#67DA87" valign=3D"baseline" bgcolor=3D"#F0BCC3" align=

=3D"left" nowrap=3D"nowrap">   <b>A</b></td>

<td align=3D"center" bgcolor=3D"#F0C3BC" bordercolor=3D"#0EE799">=09G </td>

<td nowrap=3D"nowrap" bgcolor=3D"#D4F0BC" bordercolor=3D"#68CD66" align=3D"=center">R<font 
color=3D"#D4F0BC">y</font>  </td>

<td align=3D"left" bordercolor=3D"#6852DC" valign=3D"top" nowrap=3D"nowrap"= bgcolor=3D"#F0B9BC">  
<font color=3D"#F0B9BC">3</font>A=09</td></tr></table>

=09<br><strong></strong><table><tr><td>WWW</td><span>   </span><td>.</td><td>NEVOB=

</td><br><td>.</td><span name=3D"#rrtp"></span><td>COM</td></tr></table><b>= 
</b><br><strong>=09</strong><p><span></span></p><span name=3D"#pprt">   =</span><p><a 
name=3D"#qqtp"></a></p>

</body>



The threat landscape – friend in 
trouble scam



The threat landscape
- supplier scams

Link points to http://222.66.64.165:5800/uk.html

Link in Shanghai



The threat landscape
- lottery scams

Japan

Emirates

Spain

Halfwit



The threat landscape
- financial scams

Link points to http://freco.com/log/wonga/index.html

Domain (202.78.200.175) registered in Jakarta

Based in 
London



The threat landscape
- bank scams

Link points to http://unisonlubricant.com/skin/frontend…

Domain in India, hosted on server in Los Angeles



The threat landscape – account 
hijacking attack

Came from 
compromised mailbox 
in KU.  User does not 
exist.

From: address does 
not exist

Link –zyef.9hz.com 
does not exist



What you see here is a gigantic arms-race
The skills of the attackers are being 
continually honed against improving defences
So if they then turn to embedded safety 
systems …

Why am I telling you all this ?
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Themes

Large systems can’t be specified, they evolve
Its not how they start, its how they finish up that 
matters.
Even some safety critical systems can’t be 
specified



On specifications

Evolutionary systems and Connecting for Health
Confidentiality v. Efficiency
Safety-critical systems that can’t be specified.



We still teach …
Requirements
Specification
Design
Implementation
Test
Release and hope for the best

A little about specification

This is the so-called waterfall model.  Think of it in 
the sense of going over a waterfall in a barrel.  You 
don’t know why you agreed to it in the first place and 
you can’t get out until you hit the bottom which your 
barrel will most likely not survive.

It is rarely if ever successful.  Top-down management 
controlled systems rarely are, whatever “life-cycle” 
model is adopted.  They make senior management 
feel good until the inevitable disaster.  At this point, 
they will say engineers “need more business skills”.



So how do we specify them ?

Specify; Build when understood
This is what we would like to think happens and we 
have evolved a vast army of techniques to bask in this 
delusion.

Agile; Repeatedly hit customer over head with 
unfinished copies until they surrender.

What nearly all software development is about today.



Many large projects are late, don’t 
appear at all or don’t do what they 

are supposed to

• NHS “Connecting for Health” – budget over 11 billion 
pounds, (last rites read in August 2011).

• Child Support Agency
• Passport Office
• Benefit Office
• C-Nomis (2009) (Ministry of Justice and Home Office) –

“Nobody sure how 161million pounds had been spent”
• DWP (2013).  Currently in the process of screwing up its 

IT systems involved with Universal Credit under the 
quaint title of “rip and replace”, or “rip” as it is known by 
people who actually understand these things.



Connecting for Health:
Requiescat in pace

“Proved beyond the capacity of the department to deliver”
“Could have avoided some of pitfalls and waste with 
consultation”
“CSC yet to deliver bulk of contracted systems”
“BT also proved unable to deliver against original 
contract”
“Department clearly overpaying BT: (BT charges 9 million 
for a system which can be bought independently for 2 
million”
“Concerns about getting timely and reliable information”

House of Commons Public Accounts Committee report, 3-Aug-2011



Compare this with the Welsh 
iterative model

• Virtually no budget and no grandiose ambitions

• Built incrementally from Gwent GPs outwards to one 
hospital and so on.  The glue software came from a 
company too small to be eligible for English contracts.

• These are not just technical issues.  Dealing with 
politicians’ unrealisable dreams like “Choose and 
book” helped cripple the English system.

Michael Cross: http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2009/jan/29/computer …



It is essentially open
Open software – Apache, Firefox, MySQL, PHP, Perl
and so on
Open protocols – Mail, TCP/IP, …
Open data formats – pdf, HTML, …

Evolutionary rather than specified

… or the (much larger) Internet



On specifications

Evolutionary systems and Connecting for Health
Confidentiality v. Efficiency
Safety-critical systems that can’t be specified.



Credit card PIN readers

Consider this from the point of view of the blind



Organisations have an appalling record …
Oct 2013, Adobe had 2.9 million records stolen includng credit card details. (US)
Apr 2013, LivingSocial Inc 50 million personal records hacked. (US)
Mar 2012, Shanghai Roadway have 150 million records fraudulently taken (CN).
Jan 2012, Zappos have 24 million records stolen, (US)
Apr 2011, Sony has 77 million records including passwords stolen. (JP)
Jan, 2010, Ladbrokes lose 4.5 million customer records. (UK)
Aug 2008, HSBC lost an entire server with 159,000 customer records 
Oct 2008, 25 million child benefit records lost y HMRC, (this included 350 on 
witness protection scheme). (UK)
In 2008, the MoD lost almost as many records as the NHS.
Dec 2007, hundreds of thousands of patient records from nine NHS trusts went 
missing.  The NHS also routinely shares patient data with local councils. (UK)
Dec 2007, Department of Transport admits three major data loss incidents 
including those of 3 million learner drivers. (UK).

So what is the point of confidentiality ?



On confidentiality

… to which we can add social engineering 
attacks through email and browsing.



On specifications

Evolutionary systems and Connecting for Health
Confidentiality v. Efficiency
Safety-critical systems that can’t be specified.



My Mum and the NHS

Rules of engagement
Nobody is allowed 
to speak to a doctor
Confidentiality is 
more important than 
patient health
IT is almost 
irrelevant



Some implications of this mess

Doctor had to phone up Pharmacy to get details of 
drugs in automatic dispenser, (even though they 
sign off the prescriptions)
Meanwhile … Memory clinic wouldn’t prescribe 
memory drug until medication is a “little more 
organised”.  This went on for 7 months.
After several months more, patient returned to 
hospital after a fall with a UTI which had been 
going on for 6 weeks.  Medication uncertain in 
hospital or even what treatment had been applied. 
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Blind tinkering and proliferation of documentation
“Something must be done” – panic and proportion, 
sometimes with opposing evidence
Risk assessment – a frightening new weapon in the 
battle against common sense

The bureaucratic urge



MOD Head of Air: “Complete failure to do his job in relation to the Nimrod 
Safety Case”
MOD Safety Manager “Most of the time he was clearly out of his depth”
BAE Systems Chief Airworthiness Engineer “Pushed through too quickly 
because he was too ambitious and assumed it was safe anyway”
BAE Flight Systems and Avionics manager “Significant responsibility for poor 
planning, poor management and poor execution of project”
QINETIQ Task manager of Safety Case project “agreeing on behalf of Qinetiq 
to sign off project without seeing or reading the reports”
QINETIQ Technical Assurance Manager for Nimrod Safety Management
“Guilty of allowing the manifestly inappropriate BAE reports to be approved”

The Nimrod explosion, 
Afghanistan 2006

Note the extensive safety bureaucracy and titles

Daily Mail, 29/Oct/2009



Doing risk assessments so you don’t 
get asked again 

Step 1: Insist on using R = F x C in your 
assessment.  This will panic Human Resources.
(People go into Human Resources to avoid nasty things like 

multiplication.)

Step 2: Put “end of universe” as risk number 1
(Rationale: R = F x C.  Since the end of the universe has an infinite 

consequence C, and according to the LHC web-site the frequency is 
very small but not zero, the Risk is also infinite)

Step 3: Ignore all other risks as insignificant

Step 4: Wait for call from Human Resources
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Software growth …

Software size in consumer electronic products has been 
doubling about every 54 months for the last 20 years, 
(van Genuchten, Hatton, Spinellis, to appear, 2014)

• 300kLOC in an engine control unit, up to 100MSLOC in a 
luxury car spread across up to 80 electronic control units, 
(Mossinger, IEEE Software, March 2010).

• 10-100MSLOC in video player, (Bouchard, IEEE 
Software, June, 2010).

• Aircraft (e.g. http://oce.nasa.gov/oce/news)
•The F/A-22 fighter has 1.7 million lines of code.
•The Airbus A380 and Boeing 777 have 3-4 million lines.



Its not all arbitrary:
Software’s hidden clockwork

Software component sizes always asymptote to this:-

log pi

log i

( ) β−
ii ap ~

( ) β−
faFixed symbols of the 

language used



Equilibriation in 500,000 line 
chunks

55 million lines of Ada, C, C++, 
Fortran, Java, Tcl-Tk from 90+ systems



Programming and Monkeys

Programmers 
pounding on 
typewriters, 
(Hatton 2012)

“Monkeys” pounding on 
typewriters,
(Mitzenmacher, 2004)



Safety and Security overlap to the extent that they 
should no longer be considered separately
The arms race between attackers and defenders is 
getting increasingly sophisticated
We now have a nation-state dimension
We can expect security threats to control systems to 
escalate
Bureaucratic interpretation of confidentiality is 
getting increasingly deranged prejudicing both safety 
and security.

General Conclusions



References

Loads of stuff on Wikipedia:-
http://www.wikipedia.org/

My writing site:-
http://www.leshatton.org/
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